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Remark Office OMR 9.4 

Thank you for your feedback! 

We greatly appreciate your suggestions, comments and feedback. We are continually trying to improve our products to 
simplify your data collection needs. We add many updates and features based on your feedback. You can see these items 
noted below with stars (      ). Please keep your feature requests, comments and other feedback coming and we will do 
our best to implement them.  

New Features and Enhancements 

Condensed Item Analysis Report with Statistics - A new Condensed Item Analysis report was created that includes 
the Standard Deviation and Median statistics. 

Basic Item Analysis Report with Statistics - A new Basic Item Analysis report was created that includes the Standard 
Deviation and Median statistics and allows percentages and totals. 

Capturing Screenshots - The screenshot capture functionality was enhanced so that on a slower computer, the 
proper area would be included in the screenshot. 

 Reviewing Images After Processing from Automation - An option was added to the Automation Control Center to 
launch the reviewing of unrecognized images when using Auto Form ID mode.       

Bug Fixes 

Standard Answer Keys - A problem was fixed where the Student Grade report was not displaying the answers 
correctly when using standard multiple answer keys (there was no issue with the graded data; just the display). 
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